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ABSTRACT
An explanation of the production of “Graf TV,” an experimental graffiti documentary
created alongside this essay. Starting from my first encounter with graffiti, I explore my changing
perception of the culture and my attempts to intellectualize it for a thesis paper. These attempts
ultimately fail due to a disconnect between the medium and the message I am trying to convey.
The result is a change in medium to a documentary and a newfound understanding of a cultural
phenomenon that redefined the visual landscape of cities worldwide.
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Chapter 1
YOUR NAME HERE
It starts with a name. It is amongst the first things you ever write after puzzling for
months over the alphabet. You write it over and over to get it just so. You are told that writing
your name has a secret power: whatever you write it on becomes yours. You practice. The way
you write it is different from how you write other words with similar letters. You add style. You
learn cursive. You are told that writing your name in cursive has a secret power too: whatever you
sign in cursive becomes binding truth. No matter the failings of your education, at a young age
you are guaranteed at least this tool. This weapon.
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Chapter 2
The Writing on the Wall
I have no recollection of ever seeing graffiti before stumbling upon the street artist
Banksy during my regular patrol of the Internet in 2009. The walls of my memory are buffed
clean of the names that undoubtedly glared at me before I knew to look for them. The first piece
of his that I saw imprinted itself indelibly into my mind:

Figure 1
A beautiful frozen moment of childish innocence no doubt, but a question also. Is she
reaching out or letting go? I needed more. He has a website. I searched and clicked for hours until
I felt I had seen all the Internet had to give of Banksy. To my seventeen-year-old mind he shouted
rebellion, beauty, and humor and then wrapped it all in a blanket of mystery. Yet the more I saw,
the more questions began rattling around my head. Who is this man? Why is this obviously
talented artist risking arrest (or worse) to display his art?
Banksy remains today an international man of mystery. No reputable source has
published his identity, though he is undoubtedly British and likely from Bristol. Despite his ever
rising notoriety, he continues to put up street art around the world with his latest exhibition
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puntitled “Better Out Than In” (previous shows: Existencilism, Barely Legal, The Cans Festival)
hosted on the streets of New York City during the month of October, 2013. In the legal art world
he has sold multiple pieces at auction for prices exceeding one million dollars each. At the same
time, many of his public works are being excavated from their walls and sold themselves for
staggering amounts. At least you can sleep well knowing the irony is not lost on Banksy, it seems
almost intentional. Unfortunately, the man (or group of people for all I know) guards his secret
well. I would have to wait to figure out what kind of person is compelled to take such risks for his
art.
After high school I pack my life, move to State College, PA, and for two and half years
forget that public art exists outside of corny murals featuring mascots or local leaders. Due to a
rare stroke of foresight by my teenage self, I studied hard and passed enough placement tests to
take a semester off and still graduate on time. I take a leave of absence for half of my junior year
and vaguely plan a five month whirlwind backpacking tour of twelve European countries. For
each country, I plan to visit any museums of note because so much of the world’s great art will
remain forever preserved in those distant tombs.
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Chapter 3
Spring Awakening
After a week of travel around Ireland in mid-March my second stop is London, Bankys’s
home town. I stay with a Brit there and he takes me to a famous London graffiti spot in the
neighborhood of Shoreditch. I am stunned. It is better than the best museum I have ever been to.
Every bare spot of wall for multiple blocks is covered in stencil, wheat-paste, and spray-can
masterpieces. Naturally, it was raining and I forgot my camera. So, we decide to procure Indian
food from one of the restaurants run by kind fellows who shout ever decreasing dish prices into
our faces as we walk down the art stained street. I hesitate just inside the door, straining to make
out a distant stencil through the rain.
We rush home that night through a true and thorough display of London weather. It
continues patriotically for my entire stay in the country, but the wet cannot keep me from going
back the next day and photographing every worthy piece I can find. I frantically snake blocks
snapping photos until the neighborhood is exhausted. Then, I break out my Wi-Fi enabled smart
phone, look up a new spot, catch the Tube, and continue my research into the night. There were
two pieces in London that stood out from the rest; both were from Shoreditch:
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Figures 2 + 3
The first speaks for itself, but the second requires explanation. It is a likely Banksy (he
has a recurring theme of rats – a metaphor for the graffitist and an anagram of art– throughout his
work). This particular rat is located around the corner from where a famous Banksy-vandalized
shutter was stolen from the wall and sold illegally. He is holding a saw and a brick with dollar
signs in his eyes. I call him the ‘street art thief.’
What amazes me most about the rat is that when I return to my host’s flat to look him up,
the Internet yields no result. As legendary as Banksy has become, even in his home town a piece
can go undocumented. All at once I am struck by the power of graffiti in the immediacy I feel to
the artist. We both knelt in the same spot; me to take a picture, him to spray a can. It is in an
alleyway between two large brick buildings. No one walks past for the uncounted minutes I squat
in the rain pondering the implications of what I’ve found.
The rest of my trip is filled with air-conditioned museums and graffiti streets. In Berlin,
the government has seemingly given up a lot of its public walls to the street artists and the effect
is dizzying in its hodgepodgesque beauty. Still the standard urban barrage of images, but instead
of mass-produced advertisements each mark is the expression of an individual. They even
designated a half-mile strip of the Berlin Wall the “East Side Gallery” and commissioned it to be
covered with street art to contrast its former purpose. It is in Berlin that I meet my first graffiti
writer.
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Figure 4
He is a young travelling Australian staying at the same hostel as me. One morning I
notice him packing a bag of spray paint and I start gushing about my newfound obsession with
the art form. At first he is friendly enough, but soon gets annoyed with me as I tell him of all of
the spots I found during my travels. After an awkward and short conversation, the Aussie excuses
himself to spend the day alone. Unbeknownst to me, I had chosen a side in the battle over public
space.
I assumed the war was being fought between those posting legally and those who
vandalized, but the vandals are broken down into two groups: graffiti writers and street artists.
Both produce illegal public art, but the key difference is that a graffiti writer focuses his work
around the repetitive writing of one or more pseudonyms. It begins with a tag, the writer’s
signature written in a single line of paint or marker. Tags are used to practice style, mark territory,
or by the civilian graffitist to satisfy the inherent human desire to customize one’s environment.
Dedicated writers develop their tags into throw-ups (graf slang: single line outline, with filled in
letters) and eventually into pieces (graf slang: masterpieces, the large intricately stylized works of
graffiti that were typical of the New York subway before the lines were buffed clean). Each type
of graffiti writing is an art form unto itself, though often pieces are the only ones to receive praise
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because they fit better into the existing foundation of visual art than their more overtly destructive
cousins. The street artist vandalizes using uses other established forms of art (i.e. stencils,
stickers, wheat-pasted posters). In this essay I use the word graffiti as an umbrella term for both
street art and graffiti writing. There is definitely some cross-pollination between the two, but also
a certain tension. The reason for the Australian’s annoyance was that with the rise of celebrity
street artists such as Banksy or Shepard Fairey (the graphic designer responsible for Barack
Obama’s iconic ‘Hope’ campaign poster) street art was accepted into the mainstream, while
graffiti writing is still widely considered a blight on society.
After overstaying my travel visa by a couple months, I manage to maneuver a successful
escape from the Schengen Region without detection and promptly resume my life as a college
student. My first assignment upon return is to decide on a thesis topic. Graffiti is the obvious
choice.
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Chapter 4
A History Lesson
I begin the research process and settle on the topic of graffiti’s institutionalization into
American culture (yawn). Graffiti as we know it today began on the East Coast in the 1960s
(though man has been writing on walls for at least 30,000 years as evident from the drawings
found in the Chauvet Caves). The genesis of modern graffiti is traced to vandal Darryl McCray
who in 1967 tagged his childhood nickname Cornbread around Philadelphia. He invented the
technique of graffiti bombing (graf slang: prolifically posting your name) at the age of twelve to
gain the attention of a girl writing “Cornbread Loves Cynthia” anywhere he thought she would
see. McCray had already been in juvenile detention for lighting his elementary school gym on fire
before taking up graffiti. Where he grew up gangs territorially ruled neighborhoods and the
prescribed path to safety was to join and establish a reputation as a gangbanger. To escape this
life he established his reputation instead by tagging Cornbread all over the city in increasingly
dangerous and improbable places. By 1970, he was known as a king (graf slang: a writer with
superior style and proliferation) in Philadelphia. He went so far as to tag an elephant in the
Philadelphia Zoo and a 747 airplane just before it was boarded by the Jackson 5 (Deitch).
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Figure 5
From 1950 to 1964 there was only one article in popular magazines or the New York
Times that focused on graffiti. This increased to five in 1969 and again to forty by 1972 (Ley
491). The media was reacting to and fueling the graffiti movement, but there are several factors
that converged in the 1960s and 1970s to bring graffiti into prominence. The Civil Rights
movement brought efforts to end segregation in cities, which in turn ironically led to White
Flight. In the 1970s New York City suffered an economic downturn as its population decreased
by almost one million due to increased suburbanization. Urban youths growing up in the 1960s
were taught the power of civil disobedience, but left in abandoned cities unsatisfied by the
unfulfilled promises of equality. This led to the embrace of countercultural art such as the punk
rock and hip-hop movements, which encompassed more than just their associated musical genres.
Each used methods of subverting the dominant power structure to empower those who felt
abandoned on the fringes of society. Each adopted graffiti as its official typography.
The invention of clear coating aerosol spray paint came in 1950 for use in manufacturing
and art, but was not available to the public until colors were added later in the decade. Cornbread
was amongst the first to use the tool for vandalism. It is ideal for the act because it is portable,
easy to steal, easy to conceal, dries quickly, and as one New York Times reporter points out, “Its
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inability to be perfectly controlled also made it an apt metaphor for rebellion. In other words, it
was pretty badass” (Greenbaum).

Figure 6
The New York subway quickly became the epicenter of graffiti. The trend had taken root
and public transportation was the perfect breeding ground for the art form. The trains traversed
boundaries of class and race otherwise protected by the geography of the city and created a
dialogue amongst the otherwise voiceless youth who fought with paint over the right to be
acknowledged. The writer credited with combining the technique of bombing with the medium of
the subway system was a Greek sixteen-year-old courier from Washington Heights. He left his
tag, Taki 183, all over the subway lines and spawned a generation of imitators that battled to be
called king of the line. Yet, Taki himself was an imitator. When interviewed in 1971 by the Times
about the costs his defacement was imposing on the city he replied wisely, “’I work, I pay taxes
too and it doesn’t harm anybody…Why do they go after the little guy? Why not the campaign
organizations that put stickers all over the subway at election time?’” (“‘Taki 183’ Spawn Pen
Pals”).
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Chapter 5
Institutionalization
As I am researching I realize that there is only so much one can learn from books and the
Internet about a subculture that is defined in part by the anonymity of its members. To solve this I
begin a search of State College, a place completely bare of graffiti, for a graffiti artist.
By chance, a classmate overhears me talking about the project and mentions an art
professor she had interviewed last year about his past in graffiti. Eager to find such a diamond in
the proverbial rough I immediately go to the Visual Arts Building and start inquiring about the
ex-vandal professor. I learn he is really a freshly graduated Master’s student now working at the
art supply store (and also, interestingly, as a calligrapher). We share a few near misses before I
walk into the store one afternoon and see a tall mohawked and mustachioed man wearing all
black behind the register. Though I am not certain that this is the graffitist, my keen journalistic
senses direct me to test him out. I walk to the counter and ask for a can of spray paint
nonchalantly. He points me in the direction of the cans. I look over at them in confusion. “What’s
it for?” he asks helpfully.
I reply with a shy smile, “Graffiti.” He chuckles and identifies himself as the man I’ve
been asking around for. I tell him about the thesis and he agrees to meet up when he’s off work. I
return several times to record interviews and receive some basic lessons in spraying. His name is
Brooklyn, but he up in the Midwest. During one meeting he recounts his past, living as a
homeless graffiti writer for the better part of a decade. He travelled the width of the country
putting his name up thousands of times in scores of cities and racking (graf slang: stealing) all the
paint he needed along the way. He describes nostalgically the world before spray cans were kept
behind lock and key. A world where he could walk into a department store, fill a shopping cart
with paint, and push it out the front door unbothered by security. He hitchhiked his way from city
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to city. Each place he went he stayed with other graffiti writers. For one meeting he brings a stack
of photo albums filled with hundreds of pictures of his work. He tells me he stopped because he
got arrested one too many times for graffiti and social activism and refuses to go to prison (jail,
he says, is boring enough). I ask about any active graffiti writers in State College. He says it’s all
toys (graf slang: beginning writers), but that he will keep his eyes open as graffiti always seems to
find him.
I continue my research and begin writing the essay, but the endeavor feels increasingly
farcical as I become more immersed in the subject. A senior thesis is a confirmation of an
institution. It is an introduction into the world of academia where intellectuals research, publish
their knowledge, and disperse it amongst each other and those few parties who have acquired
access. The publication is preserved in some archive or bookshelf to be perused by future minds
eager to use an established resource to legitimize their own claims. As the cycle continues, the
infrastructure of knowledge looms ever taller.
Graffiti is the exact opposite. It is the condemnation of an institution. There is no review
process before publication and access is granted arbitrarily to a selection of passersby. Its
accumulation is limited by a lack of viable walls, a destructible medium, and its status as
vandalism. Its goal is to take the established order of things and superimpose an image of chaos,
art, and individuality; to redefine the walls that surround the urbanite in transit.
Every time I sit down to write I cringe at the screen, my academic diction failing to
capture the raw energy and beauty that hypnotized me on the streets of Europe. One semester in
and I am all but ready to give up. Yet my interest in the subject is far from exhausted. In my
studies as a film student I often think of a famous phrase coined by Canadian philosopher
Marshall McLuhan: “the medium is the message.” I want to convey the hidden beauty of graffiti
to an audience, but the task is nearly impossible to accomplish in a thesis-length paper and my
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audience would likely be limited to those I forced to read it. With time dwindling I elect to
transfer the topic to the other medium at my disposal: film.
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Chapter 6
The Medium is the Message
Using McLuhan’s motto as my mantra, I decide to borrow the aesthetic and techniques of
graffiti writers and street artists to plan an experimental-style documentary. One characteristic I
choose to emulate is graffiti’s almost unique status as an action that simultaneously creates and
destroys. I find a parallel in the found footage style of filmmaking, which is just what its name
implies: a repurposing of footage shot for other things. The pre-production phase of the film
consists of repeatedly watching around a dozen of the preeminent graffiti-related films and
looking for themes that run true across what ends up being a varied view of the culture. I create
spreadsheets of time codes, pulling clips and quotes to assemble an arsenal of media with which
to attack my canvas.
The result is a mash-up of graffiti related sound bites, images, and videos broken up into
several loosely themed sections. The content is seemingly controlled by a remote wielding child
with a bad case of ADHD and a television that only gets graffiti channels. At this stage, my “Graf
TV” displayed some of the finer points about the graffiti culture and introduced the viewer to
some of the characters that populate its world, but did not reflect what to me is the essence of the
art form: the hand of the individual artist behind the tag.
To place myself as a filmmaker into the piece I try to convince Brooklyn to come out of
retirement as my subject. Since our last meeting he has cut his hair and mustache, sporting a
much cleaner look. He flatly refuses my request, but does mention a student writer whom he has
been selling old paint to. On cue Carlos enters the art supply store, shakes Brooklyn’s hand, and
starts asking about different caps for his cans (in every sprayer’s toolkit is a selection of caps that
allow for varying width and style, graffiti paint brushes). Brooklyn introduces us and Carlos
immediately signs on to the project with enthusiasm.
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Carlos is a Los Angeles native who got his start writing graffiti alongside the
skateboarding spots frequented by him and his childhood friends. He identifies equally with street
art and graffiti writing, making him the ideal subject to film. I decide to break up the sections of
“television viewing” by pulling out from a literal graffiti TV (an old broken one I acquired and
then covered in tags) to the “real world” of Carlos going on a progression of graffiti outings from
tag to stencil to piece.
To capture the footage I accompany Carlos on these missions and act as his lookout. Our
first night out he takes me to a hidden spot where he created an outdoor gallery of his work. We
descend an innocent looking stairwell into his underworld of graffiti. The main exhibit is a mural
he has been painting in his spare time.

Figure 7
The first night we work on a new piece, a burner (graf slang: large and intricately stylized
name). We stay late into the morning practicing our art in a silence only broken by the rattles and
sprays of Carlos’ cans. The spot is protected by its geography, but on the next outing we go
tagging in public places. We exclusively hit government property and abandoned buildings on an
adrenaline-fueled tour of the outskirts of State College. Two days later I go back to the tag spots
and all but one have already been removed. It calls to mind the Tibetan Buddhist tradition in
which monks slowly create intricate sand mandalas over a period of weeks and then immediately
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thereafter ritualistically destroy them and place the sand back into nature. Both repetition and
impermanence are essential to their meaning. The mandala’s creation is a testament to the beauty
that can be shored up in the world, its destruction an acceptance that nothing can last forever.
Graffiti differs from the mandala though in its subversive nature, which adds another
layer of meaning to the act. By placing destroyable art in a public place the artist is declaring that
whatever was there before was worse than what they put in its place, but also acknowledging
their equal vulnerability to anyone that disagrees. Rather than a one-way street of public
communication, a forum is created; one where the speaker’s voice is not amplified by how much
money they can afford to spend, but by how beautifully they articulate their message.
When I used to see a tag I would ignore it and remain unaware of the writer that took a
risk to prove their existence to me. Now I revel in the fleeting physical connection that has
become increasingly rare in our digitalized and sterilized post-modern world. Graffiti acts as
symptom and cure for the disjointed and detached cityscapes into which the global population is
inevitably flowing. As a final act of medium manipulation, I will rent a generator and project my
completed film on public walls. The intricacies of its message will likely be lost on the passerby,
but at least for that moment I can prove I was there.
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